Curriculum information for Parents and Carers

Owls

Step 2

Summer 2 2021

Topic- Journeys
Communication,
Your child will be working on:Language and Literacy  developing their communication skills in all lessons
 working on their IEP targets
 working Felicity + Michelle our SALTs
 communication group
Reading
 Our story will be ‘Maisy goes Camping’ and we will be completing practical activities
during our multi-sensory story e.g. putting up tents etc.
Funky Fingers
 We will be taking part in play and mark making activities based around Journeys using
toy cars and other vehicles. We also have a fine motor skills programme to follow set for
us by Mary-OT.
Personal, social and
emotional
development and RE

Your child will be working on their PSED skills including their IEP targets across the day.
 Our RE topic is all about ‘Islam’ –who is a Muslim and what do they believe in?
We will be learning through the sensory story ‘Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns’



Every day we will during “Ready to Learn” participate in individual stretching
programmes, standing time, stepping in walkers, bench sitting, long legged floor sitting,
tummy time on wedges and SI SPOT games.



Our PE topic is ‘Outdoor Games’ where we will take part in outdoor activities which
require us to throw/roll balls/beanbags [using BOCCIA slide to roll balls down for children
in wheelchairs].


Cognition/Mathematics 

We will also have a weekly session of ‘Rebound Therapy’ on the trampoline.
In Cognition we will be learning about ‘Positioning’ where children can learn from
experiencing different positions for themselves or objects.
Our Maths topic will be ‘Shape, sorting + matching.’ This will be taught through a musical
shape story.

Physical Development



Understanding
of the World

Expressive Arts and
Design



In Science we will be learning about ‘Sound’ through play and sensory experience.



.In ICT we will be developing individual skills around using switches to operate
equipment in both classroom and the White Room as well as using using the iPad, and
eye gaze technology.



In DT we will be learning about Transport Mechanisms using cars and other modes of
transport on ramps/tracks etc.
In Art we will make a Father’s Day card.



Other

Thank you all for using Class Dojo to communicate with us at School!!

